QL CASE STUDY:

HELPING A LEADING AIRLINE
FULFILL SKY-HIGH POTENTIAL
THE CLIENT
A leading airline that provides a global network of scheduled flights from its hub,
complemented by a wide range of ancillary services.

The Main Challenges
When it came to pricing, the airline realized it was not
living up to its profit potential. The main reasons for its
unfulfilled pricing potential were manual pricing and time
management. The airline was unable to constantly update
its flight prices in real-time (or even in "near" real-time). As
a result, pricing and revenue management departments
were forced to prioritize. Naturally, they prioritized their
most popular flight destinations and dates. Yet ultimately,
the departments were unable to provide sufficient dynamic
pricing even for the airline's most popular products – not
to mention all other products and services.
The core problem was very simple. While the airline had
used the common tools – pricing software for setting
static price levels, and revenue management for a daily
availability update of the available booking classes based
on the forecast for each flight – they still missed the realtime response to the factors these systems left untouched
(competitive data and user behavior).
In addition, the airline faced increasing competition from
low-cost carriers, who were not bound to the structure of
traditional airline pricing, and thus were able to provide a
more competitive offering, based on customers' immediate
willingness to pay.

As a result, the airline
was unable to increase its
Revenue Per Available Seat
Mile (RASM). They were also
unable to improve their load
factor, which was far from
satisfactory. Gradually, the
airline acknowledged the
need to make a change.

The QL Solution
After understanding its pricing challenges and defining the required response, Quicklizard
provided the airline with an automatic pricing platform for its scheduled flights and
holiday packages.
The QL platform provides the airline with real-time direct distribution channel pricing, as
well as dynamic pricing designated for resellers, the airline website and other websites.
All prices are constantly synchronized in accordance with a variety of variables (flight
schedules, destinations, connections, seasons, holidays and other attributes).
Based on the variables provided by the airline and additional information sources (such
as competitor data and user behavior), the QL platform recommends optimal pricing
in real-time, for every distribution channel. All pricing data is gathered in one central
location within the platform, and is accessible to the airline's pricing professionals at
all times.
This presents significant advantages over traditional pricing strategies, while maintaining
their key benefits:
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Traditional RM systems suffer from a time-lagged reaction to changes
in customer behavior, i.e. when observed bookings already indicate that
something is wrong. Quicklizard, on the other hand, uses entire user
journeys (shopping requests) to create demand modeling.
Quicklizard identifies changes in shopping behavior and
can adjust prices accordingly before an inferior competitive
position becomes apparent.

Other price adjustment or competitor matching solutions are purely
rule-based. Quicklizard, on the other hand, can prove its AI solution
superiority over simple “if-then rules” by measuring competitor
sensitivity based on historical data.
Quicklizard makes pricing decisions and their implications visible,
understandable and measurable – which is not the case for purely
rule-based systems.

Traditional RM systems respond to the wrong objective, and tweak
availability in such a way that corresponding prices seem to be
meaningful. Quicklizard provides answers to the most relevant
question: what is the optimal price?
Quicklizard’s solution is future-proof. It will support optimal
pricing decisions in the context of future industry standards
(NDC and ONE Order).

The Result
QL's dynamic pricing platform combines automatic AI pricing and rule-based pricing
to generate semi-automatic pricing management that matches the airline's needs.
This model allows the airline to implement manual authorization for certain platform
recommendations, while allowing other recommendations intended for different
distribution channels to be authorized automatically.
As for the bottom line, the airline was able to increase its Load Factor and RASM
over a 6-month trial period.

The Future
In accordance with the direction of the global airline industry, the airline will gradually
be released from common constraints such as full content agreements, which limit
the ability to differentiate prices, and booking classes/filed fares, which limit the
ability to offer the exact price to every customer.
Based on this future market forecast, Quicklizard firmly believes in its ability to generate
additional revenue streams for the airline, thus enabling it to further maximize its
load factor and yield.
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Quicklizard is a global solution provider that helps retailers make smart real-time pricing decisions across online
and offline channels. Relying on accurate data analysis, QL's dynamic AI platform allows businesses to adjust
prices with maximum precision, quickness, ease and efficiency, as a basis for enhanced profit and revenue.

